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is   a   lettel.I   I.1.olii   J'cLe.I.   Canejo   i-o   a   Jc;ailci.   ol.
'1`0).     The  TO   was   expell.ed   last   Januai.y   l`I.om  the

I,C   (Communist   J.iea6.ue) ,   one   of  the   two   sympatlrizing   ol`ganizat;ions   ol`
the  Foul`th  i-nternational  iri  Spain,   and  shot.tly  afterwal.ds  the
expelled  T0  coml.ades   joined  the  I.jcR,   the   other  Spanish  Sympathizing
ore.anization.     `I`he  rsR  is  the  organization  led  by  supporters  of
Mol`eno   in  Spain.l

TT ENS LArl` I ON New  Yol`k,   April   26,1977

Dear   Mercc`-dos,

Thank  you   for  yciur   lett,er  with  your  document  on   the   elections
and   the  positions   of   the  LCR.      I   think  your  document  handled
sever.al   important  poi.nts   quite  well.

Raul  has   sent  me  all   the   documents   of   the  Third   Congress   of   the
LC.     At   last   I   aln  reading   them  along  with   the  major   document   of   the
Congress   of   the   LCR-ETA  VI.     This   la.st   document   I   received   from   the
British   (IMG)   comrades.     In   this   letter  I  only  want   to   take  up   the
question  of  the  slogan  of  the  republic.     To  help   think  thr.ough   this
question,   I   am   enclosing   two   ar.t,icles   you  may  find   of   interest,.
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Neit,her  of   these  art,icles   ls   an   indepth  exposition  on   the

question   of   the  sloga,n   for  a  republic   although  both  refer   to   it.     Ir}
Trotsky's  writings   in   1931   on   Spain   there   a.re   three  passages   which  I
think  has  been  misinterpreted  by  some  comrades.     I   enclose   those   three
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republic  will  be   identified   in   the  mind   of   the  masses  with   the
workers'   republic."

I   do   not  believe   that   from   these   three  phrases   one  can   corielude
that  Trotsky's  position  wa,s   ln   favor  of  our  usi.ng   the   slogan   republic.
In  my  oplnlon,   he   says   three   simple   things;     republic  was   the  official
slogan   of  a  mass   struggle,   the  workers   also   raised   this   slogan   and
that  we   shou]dseek   to   change   the  masses   to   support   a   "workers'   republic;."
There   is   obviously  a  substantial   difference  between   saying   the,t,   the
workers   raised   the   sloga,n   and   saying  that   the   sloga[i   ls  part  of  our
program  which  we   shoul.d   raise.      I   agree   that,   the   exact  phrases   in   bot,h
Spanish  and   English   are   imprecise   t,o   determine  TI`otsky's   meaning.

There  may  be  other  articles   by  Trotsky  that   take.  \ip   the   slogan   ol-.
a   r`epublic,   but,   the   1930   article   and   t,he   1931  passagi.`s   are   the   orily
two   I   know   of .

OriLy   the   last   three   pages   of   the   al.t,icle   by   I`Lt  fl.i    Frailk   rcl``cl`   t-,i>   tliL-
questirjn   cjf   a   r`epublic.      But   I   believe   you  wi.1]    fi.rld   t.,he   entire   al`t,iclL
very   int€=r€st,ing   on   questions   dealing   with   thi`   adtjuL`,i,ii`ii`nts   inauc    iu    t-he
for.ms   tjf   b(jurgeois    r.u]i,    aft,er   fasclsL   govtrnmt`rlt:``,   wt  t`t    oustc`-d    ln
varioui-;    eountri(`.rj    lri    lilur.ope   at    the    end    of   thi--;   Sii`ttHd   W`1rld   War.       01`
course,    PLt~r.rt    Frank   iriicqht,    |xprcss    hlmsi]11``    stJmiwli€}+`,    dil`fe}\mt,lty    Loc+toy,
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but  I  think  his  point  on  the  importance  of  bonapa,rtist  regimes  for
the  bourgeoisie  is  quite  relevant.     Ijikewise  Trotsky's  letter  to  t,he
Italians  raises   some  general  considerations  about  the  meaning  of
bourgeois  democratic  interludes   that  can  come  about  after  the  collapse
of  fascism.     He  sees   such  a  period  as  possible  only  if  the  socialist
revolution  is  not  carried  t,hrough.     The  proletarian  cha,racter  of  the
struggle  in  Spain  today  confirms   the  point  Trotsky  is  making.     So  I
think  you  will  find  thosetwo  articles  of  interest.

In  this  let,ter  I  would  like  to  outline  to  you  how  I  see  the
question  of  the  slogan  republic.     Our  starting  point  should  be  that
the  Slogan  republic  can  have  two  rather  different  implications.

The  call  for  a  republic  can  express  an  elementary  democratic
sentiment--against  a  mona,rchy,   for  exa,mple.     It  can  be  intexpreted
to  mean  nothing  more  t,hen  the  idea  that,  the  people  should  choose   the
government;   this   is   the  strict  dictionary  clef.inition  of  the  word.     On
the  other  hand,   the  call  for  a  republic  can  express  a  basic  political
objective:     the  idea  that  a  bourgeois  democratic  regime  is   the  objective
to  strive  for.

We  support  any  mass   struggle  for  democratic  rights  regardless  of
how  confused  its   expression  may  be;   but  we  oppose  the  idea  that  the
objective  should  be  a  bourgeois  government.     Thus  the  entire  Point
hinges  around  how  the  slogan  is   interpreted  in  the  concrete  circum-
s ta,nc e s .

The  reformist  parties,   of  course,   identify  t,he  struggle  for  bourgeois
democratic  rights  with  support  to  bourgeois  democratic  governments,   and
seek  at  all  times   to  confuse  and  confine  the  struggle  for  democratic
rights  to  adjustments  within  the  framework  of  a  bourgeois  regime.
Sometimes  t,hey  raise  the  slogan  of  a  republic  precisely  in  order  to
express  this  objective.     Our  goal  and  task  is  exactly  the  opposite--to
t,ry  and  make  clear  t,he  difference  between  democratic  rights  and  a
bourgeois   regime.

One  of  the  central  axis  of  anti-Communist  propaganda  on  a  world
scale  is  that  of  trying  to  equate  democratic  rights  with  capitalism.
Although  this  varies  from  country  to  country  the  idea  that  ca,pitalism
means  liberty,  while  socialism  means  tot,alitarianism  is  the
underlying  theme   in  most  anti-communist  propaganda.     They  are  much
aided  in  this  propaganda  by  the  experience  of  the  Stalinist. regimes.
This  propaganda  has  an  impact  on   the  masses;   many  people  believe  that
the  str.uggle  for  more  freedom,  more  democrat,ic  rights,   is   interlocked
with  support  for  certain  forms  of  bourgeois  parliamentary  rule.

In   seeking  to  rna,ke  our  posit,ion  clear  we  must  avoid  sectarianism.
The  key  to   this  is   t,o  recognize   the  content  and  dynamic  of  any  mass
struggle  for  democratic  rights,  whatever  the  slogans  that  are
popula,rized  and  foremost  at  the  moment.     We  are  not  neutral  in  the
struggle  to  improve  the  rights   (and  t,here fore  the  fighting  position)
of  the  proletariat  under  capitalism.     For  example,  we  favor  governmental
posts   to  be  elected  not  appointed,   or  that  parliament  be  elected  with
proportional  represent,ation,   or  that  a  parliament  should  have  only  one
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house  not,   two.     All  three  of  these  exa,mples  a,re  strictly  within  the
context  of  a  bourgeois regime.    But   this   in  no  way  implies  any
concession  in  our  political  opposition  to  a,11  forms  of  a  bourgeois
regime.     As  a  matter  of  principle  we  never  call  for  a,'bourgeois
government  or  support  bourgeois  candidates.

We  raise  our  slogans  with  the  goal  of  seeking  to  help   the  workers
gain  a  clear  understanding  of  their  own   cia,ss  interests.     Thus  in
dealing  with  the  situation  in  Spain  today,  we  have  to  t,ry  and  separate
out  the  sentiment  to  struggle  for  democratic  rights,  which  we  support,
from  the  objective  of  a  bourgeois  government,   which  we  oppose.     We   try
to  link  the  struggle  for  democratic  rights  with  our  objective  of  a
workers  government.     To  do  this  we  raise  a  coordina.ted  series  of
slogans   to  express  our  position,   even  if  at  one  moment  or  another  we
concentrate  agitationally  on  a  specific  democratic  slogan.

In  order  to  achieve  clarity  it  is  often  important  to  complement
one  slogan  with  another  in  our  propaganda,   for  instance,   the  call  for
a,  constituent  assembly  with  the  ca,11  for  a  workers  .government  or  a
workers  and  peasants  government   (the  latter  ls  probably  best  in  Spain
today).     These  two  demands   are  complementary.     A  constituent  assembly
offers  the  opportunity  for  the  highest  expression  of  democratic  rights
within  the  context  of  bourgeois  society.     The  "free"   election  of
delegates   to  an  assembly  to  decide  what  kind  of  government  should  be
established.     Such  a  call  for  a  constituent  assembly  by  itself  does
not  specify  what  government  should  exist,   and  does  not  in  any  way
imply  support  for  a  bourgeois  government.     But  our  call  for  a
constituent  assembly  should  be  combined  in  our  propaganda,,  with  our
answer  to  the  question  of  who  should  govern,   the  working  class,
expressed  as  a  workers  and  peasants  govel`nment,   and  further  concretized,
depending  on  the  specific  Situation  in  the  class  struggle,  .in  the  call
for  a CP-SP  government  or  some  other  concrete  formula.

Wha,t  does   the  slogan  of  the  republic   express   in  Spain  today?     If
it  is  understood  by  the  masses  as  simply  a  generic  demand  that  the
people  should  decide  on  all  questions  of  government  ratheri,then
accepting  the  decisions  of  a  monarchy,   then  the  slogan  |s'not  in  itself
in  conflict  with  our  cia.ss  principles.     It  is  then  a  tactical  question
of  whether  and  how  we  might  utilize  this  slogan.     I  believe  this  has
been  the  position  in  essence  that  the  T.O.   has  held.

13ut  if  the  slogarl  is  understood  to  mean  that   the  objective  is   to
return  to  the  second  Spanish  republic  or.  to  set  up   some  other  sort  of
bourgeois  democratic  regime,   then  the  slogan  cuts  across  our  class
principles,  as  Pierre  Frank  explains  in  his  article  of  1946.

It  seems   to  me  that  the  basic  limitation  in  using  t,he  slogan  of  a
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this  confusion.     That  is  why  it  seems  best  to  explain  our  position  by
centering  our  propaganda  around   the  following  axis:     down  with  the
monarchy  and  all  institutions  of  Francoism,   for  full  democra,tic  rights\
for  a  constituent  a,ssembly,   for  a  workers  a,nd  peasants  government.



The  republic   slogan  can  also  help  lend  itself  to  promoting
confusion  in  the  direction  of  the  concept  of  revolution  by  stages:
that  first  we  must  fight  for  a  democratic  stage  under  bourgeois
rule,   and  only  l`ater  for  socia,lism.     This  is   the  case  today  in
Spain  where   t,here  is   enormous  pressure   transmitted  a,nd  promoted
by  the  reformist  workers  parties   that,  we  are  now  fighting  for  a
democratic  stage.    With  this  totally  false  differentiation  between
the  struggle  for  democratic  rights  and  the  socialist  revolution,
the  reformists   are  able   in   the  name  of  "democracy"   to  oppose   the
class   demands  of  the  worker.s  which  a,re  rising  objectively  out  of
the  living  class  struggle.    This  ties  in  logically  with  their
support  for  a  socia.i  pact  and  their  opposition  to  proletarian  methods
of  struggle  in  favor  of  class  collaboration,   agreements,  negotiations,
etc.

towa:E:st::i#g:mg:r::icapo::::ep;:::::eli:e:rae  ::o::np::;:E::c t:e::::s ,
in  effect,   our  govemmenta,l  slogan.     I  think  this  danger  is  expressed
in   the  LSR  document,   "After  the  Referendum,"   in  which  these  comrades
propose  an  electoral  bloc  under  the  slogan  for  the  Third  Republic  as
the  most  important  point  and  no  mention  whatever  ls  made  of  our  own
governmental   slogan.     The  T.O.   (Workers  Tendency)   is   correct   in
insisting  that  we  should  raise  our  class  governmental  slogan  in  the
elect,ions.     I  see  that  in  the  proposed  program  for  an  electoral  bloc,
t,he  LCR,like  the  LSR,leaves  out  any  govemmental  slogan.     This   is
done  at   the  very  time  when  everyone  in  Spain  is  discussing  who  should
rule,  what  kind  of  government  should  exist.     We  must  take  a  clear
position  on  this.     It  is  the  question  of  questions  to  clarify  in
this   election.     We  are  for  a  workers  and  peasant  government,   for  a
worker.s   republic.

To  say  this   in  no  way  contradicts  the  correct  effort  by  the  LCR
to   seek  out  and  concentrate  on   specific   democra.tic   demands,   and  seek

i§E:i::a:e::§§±::?;::#:n§:t::::a:::8:;:i:i:i:¥;:I::::#g:::;s:he
the  question  of  who  should  govern.     Our  tactics   in  an  electoral
campaign  cannot  be  treated  in  the  same  way  as  our  united  front  tactics
for  action  over  specific  issues  in  the  class  struggle.     In  an  election
campaign,  we  must  a,im  to  present  our  overall  political  position
particularly  as  concerns   the  question  of  who  should  govern.   This
question  separates  us  from  the  popular  frontist  positions  of  the
centrists  and  Maoists  as  well  as   the  CP  and  SP.     But  if  we  fail   to
present  our  class  governmental  slogan  in  the  elections,  we  cannot
effectively  differentiate  ourselves  from  t,hese  currents.

For  the  bourgeoisie  the  mai.ntenance  of  the  monarchy  is  quite
important  to  insure  a  slow  and  stable  transition  from  Fr`ancoism  to
a  government  with  a  more  popular  base  of  support.     Thus   today  the
SP  and  CP  are  backing  the  efforts  of  the  bourgeoisie  to  maint,a`in
a  bonapartist  regime  based  on   the  monarchy,   and  oppose  raising  the
slogan  for  a  republic.     But  with  the  stormy  rise  of  the  class   struggle
and   the  potential  for  a  rapid  disencha,ntment  with  the  monarchy,   the
slogan  of  a  republic  could  come   to  the  fore.     This   cannot  be  ruled  out
and  would  require  tactical  shifts   in  how  we  present  our  propaganda
as  well  as   direct   intervention  into   any  mass  movement.
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I  do  not   see  any  problem  in  our  propa,ganda  explaining,   "we
are  opposed   to   the  monarchy,   let  the  people  decide  what  government
t,hey  want   through  a  constituent  assembly.     We  favor  a,  workers   and
peasants  government.     We   say:     down  with   the  monarchy,   for  a

:::I:±±:i.a  Workers  republic  that  will  end  capitalism  and  establish

In  thinking  through  this  question,   we  must  keep   in  mind  how  the
slogan  republic   is  understood,   at  what  stage  the  mass  movement  is  at
and  how  best  to  explain  our  program  and   to  help  mobilize  thei masses

::aft:ugg:i;rs[:eg:£fLg e t :=¥: :a: £::a:r¥h:::V::a¥:n::yg:S:¥E:: t7:
and  can  in  no  way  be  interpl.eted  as  a  bourgeois  republic.     For  us,
that  is  a  question  of  principle.

Peter

p. s.    !o::a:::: ::#::Eny::t=:::: a  ;ffi:r?::k:::eL:nF::::::i8:v:::-
ment"  by  Joseph  Hansen.     This  bulletin  includes  a  series  of
articles  on  the  meaning  and  correct  usage  of  the  slogan  workers
and  farmers  government  including  the  original  discussion  at  the
Fourth  World  Congress  of  the  Third  International.   I  especially
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